Off-road. Where equipment is pushed to its limits.

Off-roading is a grueling test for any part, and that’s why Spicer Performance Adjustable Shocks were developed. These Spicer shocks are hand-built in the USA, using only top-quality domestic alloys. And for over 35 years, they have been tested by the Walker Evans Racing Team, delivering proven championship quality on the road and off.
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With 21 racing championships to his credit, five-time Baja 1000 winner and Off-Road Motorsports Hall of Famer Walker Evans knows a thing or two about off-road performance. Dana brings that expertise to your vehicle with Spicer Performance Adjustable Shock Absorbers, hand-built with pride in Riverside, California.

Get the ride that made the legend. Discover the difference that premium materials can make for your vehicle, and get shocks that meet the demands of champions.

**Braided stainless remote lines**
- Offer the ability to withstand abrasion and heat

**Billet aluminum remote reservoir brackets**
- Hold tight in the toughest conditions

**Progressive application-specific valve stacks**
- Ensure unparalleled ride quality and performance

**16-position compression adjuster**
- Delivers 250% range of dampening force
- Easily adjusts for any street or trail conditions

**Rebuildable shock**

**Urethane bushings**

Shocks are sold individually.

Talk to your Dana Aftermarket Performance representative today—or visit www.danaunleashed.com.